Design of new titanium alloys for orthopaedic applications.
Parallel to the biofunctionalisation of existing materials, innovation in biomaterials engineering has led to the specific design of titanium alloys for medical applications. Studies of the biological behaviour of metallic elements have shown that the composition and structure of the material should be carefully tailored to minimise adverse body reactions and to enhance implant longevity, respectively. Consequently, interest has focused on a new family of titanium alloys: Ti-6Mo-3Fe-5Ta, Ti-4Mo-2Fe-5Ta and Ti-6Mo-3Fe-5Zr-5Hf alloys. The non-toxicity of the specially designed titanium alloys compared with osteoblastic cells has been ascertained using MTT and RN tests. In addition, phase transformations upon thermal processing have been investigated, with comparison with a well-defined beta titanium alloy. Optimum thermal processing windows (above 550 degrees C) have been designed to generate a stable and nanostructured alpha phase from the isothermal omega phase that precipitates in a low temperature range (150-350 degrees C). The generation of such nanostructured microstructures should provide a promising opportunity to investigate tissue-biomaterial interactions at the scale of biomolecules such as proteins.